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Section I:    Inspection/unwrapping

Thank you for purchasing a machine from LDR Motion 
Systems. When you get your machine, there is some steps you
need to do to get operational:

If any damage is observed you must make a note of it on 
the Bill of Lading BEFORE you sign for it. Also have the
trucker driver sign next to your damage description. If 
excessive  damage is evident DO NOT SIGN BILL OF 
LADING OR ACCEPT MACHINE CALL ME. A signed
BOL is acknowledgment that machine was delivered 
undamaged and makes insurance claims very difficult.
When lifting machine from front or rear you will need to 
use extended forks. If lifting from right side, you will 
need to make sure forks do not extend so far as to 
damage anything on other side. Also when lifting from 
side you must place a cross bar on the forks so as to 
apply lifting pressure to machine frame, not water table. 



Never lift on gantry or top rails.
Carefully cut all shrink wrap plastic from machine. Once 
plastic is removed, remove all all boxes, and cut zip ties 
attached to cable carrier and gantry.

Unpack all boxes. Locate the large control box. Using the 3 
provided 1/4” bolts, attach the control box to left side of 
machine. Two bolts on top and one on bottom. You will also 
see a 4th tapped hole in frame of machine. This is where you 
bolt the circular plug mount for the switches. This is the large 
whip exiting the bottom of the control box. 



Section II:   Computer setup
Do not power anything until all devices are connected!

The bottom of the control box has two 120 ac receptacles. 
One is for main power in and the other is for aux power in. 
(aux power in is only used if you purchased the scribe or 
router attachments) Install the needed 120 volt in power 
cables. Also on the bottom of the control box is two 120 volt 
plug ins labeled “a” and “b”. If you purchased a scribe or 
router the labeled cord exiting the cable carrier plugs in to the 
appropriate socket.
The left hand side of the control box has 4 plugs for the motor
wires. They are labeled from the bottom as, “ x y z a” attach 
the motor cables. X=1 Y=2 Z=3 A=4
Exiting the cable carrier is a large circular connector. This 
plugs in to the mating end previously mounted on machine. It 
will only plug in one way, and once it slips in be sure to spin 
the ring till you feel it “click” .

Because of the fact Plasma cutting emits electrical noise, 
please follow these simple suggestions to help prevent 
electrical noise problems.
1. locate plasma cutter as far from control box nd computer as
possible. Typically at rear of machine.
2. Computer and control box powered by the same physical 
outlet.
3. The power line for computer and control box should be 
pulled from isolated breaker from plasma unit.
4. Ground machine. In over 90% of setups this is not 



necessary, however we recommend it regardless. This should 
be an isolated dedicated ground within 10 feet of machine. It 
should be attached to leg of machine with a minimum size of 
8 gauge wire. Nothing else should be attached to this ground 
rod. Rod should be 6 to 8 feet in the ground.
5. Do not route signal cables (the three cat5 cables) on top of 
or parallel to high power lines.

 Locate computer on your provided desk, cart or shelf. Install 
monitor keyboard and mouse. Computer/monitor/control box/
port hub box should  all be powered from the same 120volt 
line. I recommend using a power strip.
 Install  green cat5 cable  from rear port of computer labeled 
Bladerunner, NOT ethernet to green socket on front of control
box . Install usb cable to “port hub box”, and Blue cat5 cable 
from “port hub box”  port “2” to front of control box in the 
Blue socket.
plug yellow cat5 cable into front of control box in yellow 
socket.  Other end of  yellow cat5 cable is plugged in to relay 
box (pwm sensor) that has a whip with a cpc (circular muti 
pin) connector. This will plug directly into the rear of your 
plasma cutter. It is set up for a voltage divide of 50:1  Please 
make sure your hypertherm unit is also set to 50:1.(stock 
hypertherms are shipped set to 50:1) Refer to your plasma 
cutter owner manual for directions.

If you are using an older plasma cutter. Please refer to the 
additional directions provided with the additional interface 
cards needed.



 If we did not supply your plasma cutter, it will be necessary 
to install the torch lead in to cable carrier. The cable carrier 
has removable cross arms. By snapping them out you can lay 
the torch lead into the track, then snap cross bars back in to 
place. 
If we did not supply torch,  Install machine torch into torch 
clamps by first loosening clamps, then GENTLY sliding torch
body thru top and then bottom clamp.  The gear rack must be 
removed from torch body. This is accomplished easily by 
removing the rear water proof socket at torch housing, then 
gear rack is dovetailed and will slide out. Refer to owners 
manual of plasma cutter. 

Once everything is plugged in DOUBLE CHECK  all 
connections are as per instructions.
Turn on computer.
Turn control box on . There is a master switch located on the 
under side of control box. Turn this on first. The front panel 
lights will blink during a self test. Once complete push the on 
button located on front of control box. This powers up the 
motors.
Open the control program. Box must be on before you open 
the control program.



Before anything can be operated, you must click the estop 
active button on bottom left corner of screen (is Red)
If machine will not come out of estop condition verify control
box is on all cables are attached properly, and the estop button
on machine is not depressed. Switch is a twist lock, you must 
rotate it counter clockwise to disengage.



Once machine is out of reset, click on the on screen tab 
“diagnostics” Looking at the top right corner of screen you 
will see labels with small boxes next to them. These are the 
input signals. Watching the screen please activate each switch
one at a time and verify the appropriate box lights up. You 
should check:
X home
Y home
A home
Z home (There are actually two z home switches, one behind 



the torch used to find top of material and one on side of z axis
slide used to define machine coordinate Z zero.)
gently slide the torch up by hand till you hear a click of the 
probe switch behind torch. Z home should illuminate.
On the side of the z axis slide is also switch, depress this 
switch and z home should also illuminate.

If one or all do not light up, check the circular connector 
located near the control box. Please verify it is plugged in and
the ring is locked.

Once these tests are complete, the software will go in to an 
estop condition. This is because the x and y home switches 
are also limit switches. You will need to click the estop active 
button again.
arrow keys jog machine manually.
left arrow moves torch left (-x axis )
right arrow moves torch right (+x axis)
up arrow moves torch to rear of machine (+y axis)
down arrow moves torch to front of machine (-y axis)
pgup move torch up (+ z axis)
pgdwn moves torch down (- z axis)

Whenever machine is started you MUST home all axis.
Do this by clicking Home X, Home Y, and Home Z buttons 
on the screen. Again this must be done every time machine is 
started. Each axis will move to its home switch, then back off 
till switch opens. It is advised that you home Z axis first, so as



to allow torch to clear anything on the table.



More Software information can be found on computer 
supplied in the manuals folder.
Also tutorial videos are being added at:
https://www.youtube.com/user/dhelfter/videos

Section III:  Machine setup

 Place machine in desired area of shop and install  leg 
levelers, level with a level both directions. 

 Make sure both valves on the front of machine are open, and 



drain valve at rear is closed
 fill with water till water just begins to flow into top area. 

 close both  valves

 install air line to one of valves(does not matter which) 

 SLOWLY open air valve and water will begin to rise When 
level desired is reached close air valve. If valve is opened 
rapidly, water will shoot into the air. To lower water open 
other front valve and let air escape to atmosphere.

There is a recipe for a rust inhibitor on the computer  in the 
manuals folder. There is also a link to a commercial version.

Torch plate has two allen bolts, one on each side, by 
loosening these the plate can be rotated so torch is square 
with the cutting deck.

Both Y and A axis have adjustable trip blocks for the home 
switch, which can be adjusted if machine 
is ever found to cut out of square.

X,Y, and A axis motors use springs to load pinion gear into 
rack. These should never need adjustment.

Bottom of side plates, bottom of x axis plate and left hand 
side of torch plate, the Vee rollers have eccentric centers. The 
bolt thru the center can be loosened and the hex behind roller 



rotated to tighten roller on to rail. The only one that should 
ever need attention is the two rollers on the floating head for 
the torch. They should be firm enough to support torch, but 
loose enough torch slides down under its own weight.

 

Section IV: Attachments

A:



If you purchased a rotary add on:
Please set up and learn to operate the flat table 
first, as rotary is much more difficult. 
shut down control software, and 
power down control box (using front panel 
buttons). This is very important as unplugging 
motor when power is on will burn up the driver. 
Once control box is powered down, unplug the 
"X" axis motor (Bottom  plug on side of box) by 
grasping the  plug, not by tugging the wires, now 
install the rotary motor plug into that slot. 
Remove the torch from the clamps. It is a good 
idea to mark the torch body as to depth in 
clamps as to facilitate quicker change back to 
flat cutting.
Install the extended torch clamp arm. This can 
be installed either going up or down, this will be 
determined by diameter of pipe being cut.  



There are many adjustments you can make:
1.Frame has four adjustable legs to level it, on 
same "plane" as torch travel. 
2.Headstock raises up and down via screw to 
accommodate different diameter pipe. 
3.Torch arm extends in and out, and also can 
twist to allow bevel cutting.
4.Pipe support saddles have two sets of slots to 
install rollers. Use the outer slots for pipe larger 
than 9”



Initial set up procedure is:
1.Locate rotary frame using a tape measure 5" 
from table structure to side of rotary frame.(if 
cutting larger than 8” pipe you may need to set 
rotary system further away. Make sure it is 
parallel to machine and the motor does not hit 
pipe) Front of chuck jaws should not extend 
beyond front of flat table frame. If it does you run 
the risk of torch hitting chuck.



2.using 4 leveling legs on frame, set machine 
level in both axis, same as was done for flat 
table.
3.Once you are operational in the rotary 
controller, load a piece of pipe. Lower the z axis 
so you have at least 2” of “up” travel. Now install 
torch into extension arm clamp, lowering torch 
till it rests on the pipe. Extend the arm till torch is 
centered on pipe, using a square adjust torch 
body to be perpendicular to pipe. Now zero the z 



axis, raise z axis then jog machine to far end of 
pipe. Lower z axis to 0 and verify torch is just on 
top of pipe and centered. If it is not you need to 
adjust the legs accordingly. Repeat  as needed 
until torch is centered and pipe is level to gantry 
travel at both ends. Taking the time to make 
sure system is level to flat table and parallel to 
gantry travel is important. Once you have it set, 
you can  take measurements at known 
locations, to allow quick set up if you move the 
rotary.
Be careful  using DTHC with the rotary. Many 
times with pipe/tube, especially small thin 
walled, machine is unable to cut at the 
recommended speed, and therefore the voltage 
will be higher and torch will dive.
If your Rotary frame is set up and aligned 
properly DTHC will not be needed. In the 
sheetcam for rotary I set all tools with the dthc to 
“0” so dthc never comes on. The larger the 
diameter and thicker the wall the better DTHC 
works.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!IMPORTANT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 Be sure plasma work lead is clamped to the 
rotary frame work. (there is a bare metal tab)  Also verify 
your pipe/tube is clean where 
the chuck grips it, or you will not get a good arc.
Be sure to remember that the rotary is now the 
“Y” axis. So when in your drawing the “Y” axis 



will be wrapped around pipe, and “X” axis is the 
length of pipe. 
Note that "0" on “X” axis is set at the free end of 
your pipe, and as the “X” axis moves closer to 
the chuck it is "+" direction. This is opposite of 
the flat table. 
Many things are different in rotary, so please 
make sure you understand what the machine 
will do before you click run.
Make sure you use the rotary sheetcam to 
generate code!!!  This sheetcam profile is very 
similar to the flat table with just a few special 
features:
1.once a drawing is imported you need to click 
options, then rotary plasma. Choose round pipe, 
give outside dimensions (this is not nominal, but 
exact!) and wall thickness.



2.Create your operations like in the flat program.

3.Before you generate gcode, click the icon that is named 
rotary plasma. You should now see a 3d image of your 
pipe and parts. You can simulate the cut here. I 
recommend doing this till you are comfortable 
with rotary cutting.



Creating 2d dxf files for rotary cutting is a bit of a 
mind bending experience. Many people use 3d 
cad then “unroll” the model and export as 2d dxf. 
If you are drawing your item in 2d cad, 
remember this will be wrapped around the pipe. 
For example if you need a 1” hole in pipe, you 
must draw an ellipse. Otherwise the hole will be 
1” in the x dimension but less in the Y dimension 
because of the curve of the pipe. If you are 
doing a lot of holes, miters, and copes I highly 



recommend a program called digital pipe fitter:
http://digitalpipefitter.com/
You can export as a dxf then bring it in to 
autocad and arrange items as needed.
I find it useful to draw my pipe dimensions on a 
layer that will not be cut. The x axis would be 
your length of stock, the x dimension would be 
the actual diameter of stock times 3.14159
So you have a simple rectangle that is as tall as 
the circumference and as long as your stock. 
You can now place your cuts within that 
rectangle. Remember 0,0 will be the free end of 
the pipe, so you must start at that end and zero 
machine before cutting.

B: Scribe
If you purchased a scribe, it will come installed 
and plumbed. There are two regulators mounted to machine 
frame.



The one that goes up to 120psi (and inline 
oiler)is for powering the scribe itself, and should 
be set between 90 and 110 PSI. The other 
regulator that goes to 60psi is used to supply air 
to the down pressure cylinder. We recommend 
10-18psi. The higher the pressure the deeper 
the scribed mark, but the slower you must 
travel. Be sure to keep the inline oiler full with air 
tool oil. We recommend setting at a lube rate of 



3-4. The cylinder also has a flow control valve 
that can be adjusted to slow the down motion.

C: Router
If you purchased a router add on:
To install:
Power down control box
Remove torch holder and install in torch support cradle.
unplug z home switch and remove two 1/4" allen 
bolts holding torch plate on.
Plug supplied jumper in to the z probe switch plug.
Install router plate using 4 1/4" allen bolts
Plug router cord into 110volt cord exiting cable 
carrier 
Close control program and start router control 
program.
Be sure to generate GCODE via the router 
sheetcam, not plasma version.


